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A coulombian soil model applied to an offshore platform 

Un modèle de sol de Coulomb appliqué aux plate-formes en mer
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SYNOPSIS: An elasto-plastic soil model based on effective stresses is developed and implemented in 
the finite element program: FENRIS. The paper describes the basic features of the model with its 
input-parameters and illustrates how it may be applied to analyze a deep skirted offshore platform 
founded on layered, clayey soils. In the example installation is modelled assuming undrained con
ditions. Installation is followed by four months of porepressure dissipation, before a quasi sta
tic wave load is applied.

1 INTRODUCTION

The work presented briefly herein is related to 
a research project denoted "Integrated analysis 
of gravity structures" run by The Foundation for 
Scientific and Industrial Research at the Norwe
gian Institute of Technology, SINTEF, and Det 
Norske Veritas in Oslo, Norway. The project aims 
at developing the non-linear, general purpose, 
finite element program "FENRIS" towards analyz
ing a gravity based offshore oil-platform, sus
tained to wave loading, in a manner where full 
integration between the structure and the sup
porting soil is included. The present paper 
addresses one out of the two effective stress 
based soil models implemented in the program. 
This soil model is called the Mobilized Friction 
Model (MFM) since its main controlling parameter 
is the degree of mobilized friction f = tanp/ 
tanp as defined in Fig.1(a).
As part of the project the "FENRIS" program 

has been extended to include a coupled consoli
dation type analysis, and methods are implement
ed to handle a fully undrained situation simula
ted by zero volumetric strains. In this paper 
the basic principles of the soil model will 
first be sketched before a simplified gravity 
platform example is analyzed. The example inclu
des undrained installation followed by a conso
lidation process before a quasi static wave load 
finally is applied.
A simpler version of the MFM model is previ

ously presented at the BOSS - 8 8  conference 
(Nordal and Bostririm, 1988). The present paper 
gives a more complete description. However, the 
research project is not yet completed and some 
of the material presented is still under deve
lopment .

2 MATHEMATICAL DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL

The model aims at covering the following featu
res of typical soil behaviour:
(a) The reduction in stiffness as we approach an 

effective stress defined failure surface.
(b) The increase in stiffness as we increase the 

effective mean stress
(c) The memory of a preconsolidation pressure

(d) The dilatancy or contractancy that may occur 
during pure shearing 

To obtain these properties a two surface model 
is used combining a Coulomb-type criterion with 
an end-closing cap. The principal part of the 
formulation is related to the coulomb criterion 
and an isotropic hardening process controlled by 
the degree of mobilized friction, f. A mean 
stress dependency is used for the elastic para
meters K and G while preconsolidation and plas
tic volumetric strains are taken care of by a 
simple uncoupled cap formulation. Some more 
details are outlined in the following:

A Mohr Coulomb approximation is used to provi
de a continuous, smooth, conical yield surface:

Fcone= ^  “ aF(sinp,6 )•(Ii+ 3a) = 0

Ii = oi+ Oj+ oi (=3o^)

+010+01DII (o3- a 3 ) a ] / 6

J 3 - oioioi

sin36= 3V~T J 3 / ( 2 J 32/ 1 ) Eq(la-e)

The formulation involves an extension of the 
Drucker-Prager Criterion as aF is made a func
tion of 6  in addition to beeing controlled by 
the mobilized friction through sin p. The surfa
ce is sketched in Fig.1(b) and (c).

The secondary yield surface, the cap, is made 
up by a plane defined by:

Fcap= + a) - = 0 (Eq.2)

where the reference stress o¿ is the isotropic 
preconsolidation pressure, p^.

In accordance with classical elasto-plastic 
theory the strains upon loading are assumed to 
be the sum of elastic and plastic contributions:

de = dce+ degone+ de§ap (Eq.3)

The elastic strain increments, dce , are related 
to the stress increments, do, through the con-
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Figure 1. The yield criteria with: (a) definition of 
mobilized friction angle, p, (b) the cone and the plane 
cap in principal stress space, (c) the cone in the ir- 
plane, (d) the aj.coeff. of Eq.la as a function of 0 and 

P-

ventional elastic constitutive matrix, D :  

dce= D _1d®. An isotropic formulation is adopted 
with a bulk modulus, K, and a shear modulus, G. 
Both K and G are made effective mean stress 
dependent according to:

o ' + a
-) '

G = g»o, (-

a

o '  + a 1-n

(Eq.4a) 

(Eq.4b)

where: oa = 1 atm. = 1 bar = 100 kN/ma
k0, g 0: nondimensional moduli numbers 
n = stress dependency exponent 

= mean reference stress level

By using o '  from the cap criterion the elastic 
moduli will increase for increasing reference 
stress (for clays: p^) while the moduli never 
will be allowed to decrease again. This removes 
the risk of violating the thermodynamic require
ments generally associated with stress dependent 
elastic parameters.

Two types of plastic strains are considered in 
the present model. The Coulomb-cone is related 
to plastic shear strains which grow as we 
approach Coulomb failure, while the cap mainly 
includes the plastic compressive strains observ
ed for instance in an oedometer. The plastic 
deviatoric "Coulomb" strains are believed to be 
controlled by the degree of mobilized friction 
as indicated in Fig.2. The curve in Fig.2(b) is 
to be considered as a plastic hardening rule. 
For increasing sinp the cone opens up isotropi- 
cally around its hydrostatic axis, and the pro
cess is uniquely tied to the growth of plastic 
deviatoric "Coulomb" strains.

The "Coulomb" strains, de^one, may provide volu
metric contributions through a dilatancy or 
contractancy mechanism, here defined as volume
tric changes caused by pure shear.
A non-associated flow rule is utilized to cont
rol the dilatancy. A potential surface, Qcone. 
having a n-plane cross section identical to tne 
cross section of the current Coulombian yield 
surface is used. However, the potential surface

( b )

Figure 2. (a) Experimental findings indicate that the 
(ti- c3)-contours are approximately straight lines, (b) 
Based on (a) we define a unique relationship between the 
mobilized friction and the plastic shear strains related 
to the Coulomb cone.

tilts in the direction of the hydrostatic axis 
(Fig.3a) according to an input controlled 
parameter o.q :

00
deP = dA

cone cone 3<d
= dX (r + a.m. ) 

cone tt Q h

3F 3F
coney| cone|
3s 3$

= (1/V3)[1,1,1,0,0,0,] (Eq.5a-c)

Above, dAc is a scalar multiplier (cfr.Eq.10) 
and $ denotes the deviatoric stresses.

Since I d«®*J I = dx and |de?Y_ I = a . d X „ „  
cone cone cone Q cone

we observe that a„ expresses the ratio between 
the volumetric and the deviatoric strain incre
ments associated with the cone.

Figure 3. The plastic strain increments related to the 
cone (a), and the cap (b).

The a« parameter is a dilatancy parameter 
which primarely controls the direction of an 
effective stress path in undrained loading. The 
<1 q parameter is found to be dependent on the 
deviatoric plastic strain level expressed by 
Z|dej?“n e l and the effective mean stress level. 
Fig. 4 indicates one possible pattern for the 
dependency of cIq and how it relates to the di
rection of an undrained effective stress path 
for a clay. The cap surface will not be active 
for this kind of loading.

The plastic strains related to the cap are 
also defined by a non-associated flow rule. The 
flow rule is determined from a requirement of 
keeping the cone and the cap mechanisms as un
coupled as possible. This is done according to 
the basic equations of the elasto-plastic theo
ry, where:
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3 INPUT PARAMETERS

Egs. 13 and 14 defines the plastic stiffnesses. 
The flow rule may be used to relate these para
meters to measured values:

3F_ 9a_

3X_
3 sino

Ssinp dX

T RIA X

SHEAR

3F_

3X_
cap

cap

n .
2

!^Ç
ax .

da,.

Ssinp
dsinp

deP _ de

(Eg.13)

p cone

do'
- n  (-

cap ISO TR.

COMTR.
de

pv
cap

-) (Eg. 14)

Figure 4. The dilatancy parameter Œq controls the direc
tions of the stress paths during undrained loading.

de = dce+ de*L_ + ds^
cone cap

(Eg.6)

= D do + dX
3Q,

cone 3®

3F T 3F 
, cone, cone 
(t z ---- ) d® + — -----

+ dX
3Qcap

cap 3o

' 3®

T
<3̂ >  +

3X_" 'cone
cone

3F
cap 

3X__  cap

= 0 (Eg.7)

(Eg.8)
cap

if we introduce the condition:

3F T 3Q 
( 3p°ne} D l - s ^ )  = 0

this leads to:

3®

dX

3F T
l ^ ^ j D d e

(Eg.9)

(Eg.10)

cone 3F T

(-gseas) d {
3Q„ 3F.

3® 3X_

dX„

3F T
{-gfE) D (de - dAc

3Q.

3®
cap 3Q,cap

3F.

3®
' cap
3X

cap (Eg.11)

The plastic cap-potential gradient is determined 
according to this reguirement (Eg.9) which is 
illustrated in Fig. 3b.
As a result of this choise the plastic strains 

related to the cone-surface may be evaluated 
without worrying about the cap. Thereafter the 
plastic cap-strains may be easily evaluated once 
the cone-contribution is determined. Numerically 
this is performed in the FEM-stress routine 
which receives a As increment and returns a 
corresponding A® according to:

3Q, 3Q
A® DAe - AX D 

cone 3®
- AX D 

cap
cap
3®
(Eg.12)

The input parameters for the model is then the 
elastic parameter k0. Qo. n and initial precon
solidation o ' .  The plastic cap stiffness 
3XC ) is defined through a curve between perma
nent volumetric strains and o ' .  Finally we need 
the plastic cone stiffness (3FCOne^3\;ooe) de_ 
fined through Eg.13 and Fig.2, together with the 
dilatancy parameter Oq from Fig.4. All model 
parameters may be determined from conventional 
laboratory tests.

4 THE NUMERICAL EXAMPLE

A rigid platform including rigid soil plugs 
within skirt compartments down to -22 m below 
mudline is considered founded on a layered site 
with clayey soils. Due to limited capacity on 
our in-house computer, a rough FE-model is used 
as indicated in Fig.5. The soil parameters used 
is summarized in Figs.5 and 6. Platform instal
lation is modelled by increasing the submerged 
platform weight from zero to its full value 
assuming undrained conditions. This leads to 
excess porepressures as indicated in Fig.7 (a). 
Four months of porepressure-dissipation is 
thereafter modelled, using the consolidation 
option of FENRIS, which leads to a reduction in 
excess porepressures (and the degree of shear 
mobilization), Fig.7(b). A reasonable effective 
stress state is now established before the guasi 
static wave load causing Qh and M (Fig.5) is 
applied, leading to the results of Figs.7(c) and 
8(a) at design level. The wave loads are increa
sed further towards failure and a load-deflec- 
tion curve for the wave load action is depicted 
in Fig.9. The curve indicates that a considerab
le margin against turnover-failure is present.

Figure 5. The finite element mesh, soil profile and 
loads.
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( a)  St r ess pat hs,  undr ai ned 
t r i axi al  compr .  t est s.

(b)  St r ess- st r ai n cur ves 
undr ai ned t r i ax.  compr .  
t est s.

( c)  Oedomet er  t est s,  e3=0

Figure 6. The soil parameters are determined from conven
tional triaxial and oedometer test results as reproduced 
above for the four layers of interest.

Figure 9. Load deflection curves for wave loading.

5 CONCLUSIONS

The soil model sketched couples two plastic 
mechanisms; one controlled by the degree of 
shear mobilization and the other controlled by a 
preconsolidation stress, o¿. The model is effec
tive stress based and may be used both in un
drained conditions and during consolidation by 
means of the computer program "FENRIS". The work 
is still under development but indicates that a 
lot of interesting aspects may be studied by 
means of such a tool. Comparison to classical 
geotechnical stability calculations are of par
ticular interest since the degree of shear mobi
lization is a key parameter in both the FEM-mo- 
del and the classical methods used at our Uni
versity, (Janbu, 1985).
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